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TEN CENTS

No. 21

DORMS TO EXPERIMENT
President Permits Alcohol
A proposal to allow the use of alcoholic beverages
in dormitories on an experimental basis was approved
last week by University President Paul L. O'Connor.
·
The measure will permit the use of alcohol within
the bounds of Ohio State law in Marion, Husman,
·and Brockman Halls. Kuhlman Hall has had permission to experiment since shortly before Easter.'

Questions to be considered here are:
the level of noise in the various
dormitory wings; the degree of
destruction of property within the
dormitory; the extent of boorish
conduct directed outside of the
dormitory - throwing things out
windows, yelling at passersby, etc.
' - was there any notable increase
of such irresponsibility during and
because of the experiment?
C. Did the experiment serve to
reduce the alienation and cognitive ·
dissonance between hall staff members and residents of the dorm'?

Because the proposal was only ian and a policemaIL"
for the experimental institution of
Limitations have been set up as
•drinking ch a n g es, rather than to the place and natureofthedrinkpermanent changes in the regula- . ing. It will be confined to the stutions, the decision went to Fr. dent's rooms and basement
O'Connor, rather than to the board lounges, and "parties unsuitable to
of trustees, to whom a proposal ' dormitory life are not permitted."
for permanent change would have
The proposal continues: The
to go.
During the experiment, intergoal of any social experiment is to
The hall staffs and dorm coun- learn whether or not, under certain views will be conducted with hall
cils of each dormitory each drew conditions, certain manners orpat- rectors, staff members, and dormi- .
up their own proposals, and, to- terl)S of behavior
result. The tory council members to determine
gether with a poll of the students behavioral· patterns sought at the whether their views have changed,
and a report on other Jesuit uni- conclusion of the experiment are the the dormitory students will be
versities made by incoming Student following:
polled to discover whether or not
Body President Tim Burke, the
their concept of dormitory living
A.
Did
the
experiment
improve
results were drawn up by Fr. Pete
has been altered and lo see if they
Carey of the Student Affairs staff. the maturity and responsibility of feel the experi~ent has adversely
the students particularly· in regard affected the academic, social, and
Among the reasonsgiveninsup- to drinking?
spiritual environment of dormitory
port of the proposal were the agreeB. Did the experiment signifi- living. '!'he evaluation is to take
ment of most of the hall rectors and
advisor's with it, the social accept- cantly increase behavior which is place immediately after ThanksJohn Cassini plants one on Stephanie Hatfield in the Xavier Uni- ability of drinking, the necessity for inimical to the rights of others? giving. 19~9.
versity Players' production of Gershwin's "Girl Crazy."
developing responsible attitudes
toward alcohol, and the impossi-.
bility and undesirability of enforc- .
ing present liq u·o r regulations
By BILL KWIATKOWSKI, News Reporter
within the dorm.

will

Theater Goes "Girl C r a ·zy ''
The Xavier University Players' final production
of the season will be George and Ira Gershwin's girl
filled musical comedy of the jazz age, "Girl Crazy."
Performances are April 25-27 and May 2-4 inclusive
at 8 p.m. in the University Center Theatre.

YAF Gr-anted Charter

" There is no practical i.vay to
Xavier's Young Americans for· to individual freedom. YAF beprevent stU:denbi from bringing
F'reedom chapter was granted a' lieves .that all men should be
alcohol into their· rooms," cites the
national charter by the National ·judged by their individual merits
proposal. "Little ingenuity is reOrganization of Young Americans and that this can only be achieved
quired to spirit alcohol into the
for Freedom on March 27, 1969, in a free society where law and
dormitories undetected. The Hall
and received official recognition by order prevail.
The inimitable Otto A. Kvapil stage appearance of a former Directors and theirstaffsarepowerthe University and Student Council
Some of the involvements and
is the director, and Jill Van Zyt-' Brooklyn stenographer named· less to discover the presence of
came on April 1 7.
accomplishments of the Y FA are
veld the choreographer. Jane Bar- Ethel Zimmerman - better known alcohol in the dormitories unless
nett, of UC's College Conserva- today as Ethel Merma? - w~o they assume the role of policemen.
The organization's recognition as· follows: received George Wash·
tory of Music, is the musical direc- scored an enormous trmmph 111: While room checks could be in-. has been ·the result of the work of ington' Honor Medal Award from
tor.
Its chief initiators, Ed Hopkins, Freedoms Foundation at Valley
;tituted such a procedure woUld
the part of Kate.
'
"Girl Crazy" opened to unani'!'he show also marked ·the contradict the letter and spirit of Bob Gorin, and Bill Atkinson. Pre- Forge, Pennsylvania; continued mous critical acclaim in New York stage debut of Ginger Rogers, who, the Joint Statement on the Rights paration and planning for this support of U. S. troops in Viet
chapter began last summer when Nam, donated blood, collected.pein October, 1930, and marked an had the part of Molly Gray. The and Freedoms of Students (cf.
wrote letters,
cards,
National' Organization was con- titions,
epochal advance in the musical orchestra that played in the pit Joint Statement, VI, B. 1).
gathered books, soap and gifts,
and
since
then
the
work
tacted
comedy field. Gershwin's jazz-and- during the run of th«;! show includ- . "But of far greater importance.
worked in hundreds of local,
syncopation score was the talk of · ed such then-unknown musicians is the fact that a procedure of close done was basically for procurecounty, and state elections from
ment
of
recognition
and
recogniNew York and·was a major fac- as Benny Goodman, Gene l<.rupa surveillance by the Hall staffs
New York to California, testified
tion of establishment.
tor in the show's spectacular sue- and Red Nichols.
would sharply curtail, ifnotwholly
before Congressional Committee
Young
Americans
for
Freedom
cess. It was made into a movie
The plot concerns Johnny destroy, their overall effectiveness
in favor of a voluntary military;
three times, the most memorable Churchill (Tim Joos), a faded among the students. The primary is now the nation's third political sponsored nationally publicized
version being the Judy Garland- cowboy star forced into retirement goal of the Hall Staffs should be student group dedicated totheprin- three day Trial of Communism
Mickey Rooney version of the for- on his broken-down ranch in Cus- the provision and· maintenance of ciples of private enterprise, limited at Georgetown University, Washretie"s.
terville, Arizona. He meets and an environment that is ·genuinely government, and individual
.
sponsibility since its b eginmng
a t ington, D.C.
l~ew musicals before or since . falls in love with the local post- conducive to learning inthebroadthe
Founding
Conference
ofYoung
Chairman of Xavier's YAF
can boast of so many· hit songs mistress, Molly (Marilyn Mueller est sense. Hence an essential funcAmericans for Freedom at Shanon chapter, Ed Hopkins, said that,
- including "I Got Hhythm," of CCM ), and makes a comeback tion of. the hall staff is to serve as
"Bidin' My Time," "Strike Up as a dude ranch operator.
advisors to the students in their Connecticut on September 9-11, "YAF is basically a youth organ1960. Y1\1'' is a youth organiza- ization for responsible conserva\\/hen two crocked gamblers, dormitories; hence they should be
the Band-(' "By Strauss," "But
tion favoring a limited-action gov- tism, and essentially each indiNot For Me," "l<~mbraceable (Tom Korbee and ;fom Thoman)" seen .by the students above all as
ernment. It·· is a bi-partisan, vidual chapter is on its own as
You," and "Could You Use Me." threaten to run him out of town, men to whom they ca~ turn f~r
political-action, and educationally· far as programs and actions to be
Together with '.'Porgy and Bess" Johnny enlists the aid of Kate, sup.port, help,. ~nd guidance m
oriented movement· composed of" initiated." Chairman Hopkins said
and "Of Thee I Sing," "Girl (Stephanie Hatfield of CCM) and. social, academic, and p~rsonal
member · s iri. five-hundred chap- "YA F was set up for the creation
Crazy" is considered one ofGersh- a mad. Hungarian piano player ma~ers. A necessary and conters across the country represent- and promotion of an ouUet for·
win's greatest contributions to the .(John Cassini) in getting himself com1t~nt part . of the hall stafrs
thought
U1rough ·
American Musical Comedy.
· 1 t d h iff J' fi'nny ·then cleans duty m the mamtenance of proper ing more than eight-hundred col- . conservative
speakers, forums, debates, etc. \:Ve
·. .
.
e ~c e s er : :P;.o,., ~ ,.
and orderly living and study con- legc campuseif
'T i.rl Crazv" marked the first r up the town 111 ··m1e Hollywood
..
. .
.
on
the · Speakers
l
d1t10ns w1th111 the dormitory. But
· :._ ·
'
"
·
· ·· - ·
The Sh~rori Statement adopted will ·work
. western s y 1e., ·
h
·
1 · di · l'
an overemp as1s on t leir sc1p 111- at the Founding Conference is the Committee through Student CounM uskies are admitted free with ary role can seriously interfere wit.h credo of YAF. Members of YAF cil in order to bring about an
!D's, and companion tickets are the total performance expected of •follow the philosophy that the in- effective balance between left and
available for $1. Adult tickets are. the hall staff. Quite simply, stu- . dividual is the basic dctenninant right wing speakers, sin.cc the lat$2. The Players' Box Office is now dents will neither seek nor liste1i
of society, and Uiat all forrns of ter has bePn somewhat locking nt
open across from the Grill in the to advice from one whom they
monop<)ly, \Vhether i11guvernme111,
(Co11/i11ued u11 po.~1· Ii!
University Center.
perceive pi·imarily as a disciplinarbusines~. nr labor are detri<>1°nt;ii

.
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The recent Teens for l)ecency
Hally held in Cincinnati Gardens
marshalled little intelligent support,
and exposed a pitiful willingness
to ignore or efface all urgent questions and respectable issues. I attended the l\lovement Rally,
featuring Jerry Hubin, held in
Eden Park that same afternoon,
hoping to become more familiar
with the l\lovement and to encounter more" understanding and per-·
ception. Unfortunately, but inevitably, I was disappointed.
l say inevitably because l could
not possibly have found the per-·
ception that I sought, at a rally.
Hallies are not held to examine,
or deliberate, or even ·convince.
Hallies are held to celebrate and to
build enthusiasm. lf you seek insight and a balanced, intelligent
presentation of a position, then l
advise you not to attend a rally to
discover it. Insight and discussion,
argumentation and reaching conviction, are for small groups, acquaintances, and friends. Rallies
aim at something else entirely.
A rally is a celebration, a gathering of the faithful to partake together in the renewing "truth" they
share. A rally is a religious celebration (incidentally, Rubin called
the Eden Park Rally a religious
service, though 1 doubt that he
would agree with this interprelation of mine); it stimulates life,
energy, and enthusiasm. No one
can actively attend and participate
in a rally unless he is already convinced of the truth and integrity of
the rally's cause.

Humanism

I_n__t_h__e_.M
__a_r___g_i_n_____________,

r ___

Ll_ _ _ _
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By John Makowski

I was certainly the.re as an observer, then, for I don't worship the
Movement as.the Rally did. I was
a sympathetic observer, however,
and am still sympathetic, but since
I lacked an unflinching conviction
in the Movement I could not really
participate in the Rally.
Essentially the afternoon's experience was the same that I might
have found at a fairgrounds Fourth
of July celebration. I joined a
friendly, relaxed community of
people, who were addressed in a
casual manner about principles of
quite universal agreement, and who
joined in the celebration of these
principles as the powerful, motivating factors of their lives. There were
no brows wri°nkled in thought, and
no faces perplexed with questions.
Everywhere, heads nodding in easy
assent, lips breaking in laughter,
and hands quickly clapping, everywhere. Of course, these were different people and a different script
than I would have found at a fairgrounds. But that did not essentially alter the experience.
There were, however, several
significant differences. One was the
explicit understanding that the
principles espoused that afternoon,
although they united us, nevertheless were grasped in a different way
by each of us. The large principle
occupied the individual heart and
mind in a unique way. This was
recognized, openly, and it was explicitly felt that a better common
understanding might be reached by
sharing individual ideas, each
with each. Rubin should be commended for this: he admitted that
he co u 1d not be an adequate

the. Underg-round

"leader" or "spokesman", for his
vision and his thoughts were too
personal for him to claim to be
representative. Furthermore, he expressed a desire to meet with
smaller groups and individuals
after the rally was over, just to
rap. Some may question whether
he actually believes this and does
this, but the point is that he did
publicly say these things, at the
rally. I doubt that I would have
heard them at the Gardens.
Also, there was the open ~ecog
nition that this Rally was meaningless unless ~e translated our
strengthened convictions into
action. Too often, thunderous ~nd
thrilling rallies weave the dulling,
comforting illusion that the principles being celebrated are also
being accomplished, right there.
Too often the rally becomes the
culmination, stagnates into an end
in itself, rather than being the preparation and the encouragement
to seek out the struggle and pursue
the principle. People are deluded
into thinking that simply by waving the principle and applauding
its glorification, they accomplish
its concrete realization. That is an
illusion.
But at the Rally we were told
that "this is not where it's at"; that
our convictions were useless unless .
we acted later, and soon. We have
to seek out the action in order to
consecrate our conviction. This
Rally was not enough. For the
statement of this significant understanding, too, Rubin must be commended. And I wonder whether I
would have heard that, either, at
the fairgrounds.

Dear Editor of the Xavier News:
I want to take this opportunity
to tell all the faculty and students
about the recent trip that I took
with the Clef Club from the University. We had a concert at St. Mary
of the Woods, Terre Haute, Indiana, Barat College ';lnd Rosary
College in Chicago. l was very
much pleased to hear the compliments that were given to our boys
at the various colleges especially
about their appearance. I hope
that perhaps in the future more
of our faculty ·and students will
try lo come to the concerts that our
Clef Club has. I am. sure that all
would enjoy them. Again tl1anks
to the club for the Wonderful tin1e
that I had on the tour.
Sincerely,
Edna

. . .-r

This is another in the News
"IC:ries of articles hopefully of interl!st to tlu: uniuersi ty community
Any student, faculty member, or
administrator is welcome to share
his 1Jil:w8 in similar articles or in.
letters to the editor. The uiews expressed, howeuer, are not neccs-·
sarily those of the News s~aff. Ed.
In the few years since Vatican
I 1, liturgical activity has seen remarkable progress toward the revitalization of formal worship.
Many symbols which have long
since lost their meaning have been
pruned away or modernized, resulting in a liturgy of greater shnplicity and understandability, in
which the essentials of sacrifice
and and communal worship are
no longer obscured. Thanks to the
underground Church we have
available a great variety of
canons which obviate the use of
the four· official, but completely
insipid and inadequate canons.
Communion is now regularly distributed under both species.
Hymns and prayers are drawn
from the community's own culture.
In short, we have witnessed the
restoration of celebration to the
liturgy as the active worship of the
people of God, rather than .as an
opportunity for individual prayer

and meditation.
As welcome as these changes
ha_ve been, they have brought with
them an undesirable element in
·that emotional appeal sometimes
gets the better of good liturgical
·sense. For example, some communities, striving for a greaterfeeling
of ·"togetherness," have
resorted to the liturgically unsound practice of ..general recitation of the canon - a practice
which obscures the distinctly sac:
rificial c.har~cter of. the priesthood.
Another more common danger
is the tendency to confuse Christianity with humanism. Recently.
I attended :a liturgy whose readings and proper parts were drawn
from the writings of Teilhard de
Chardin, Joh-n Donne, and. the

Peace Corps. Music came from the
repertoire oC: Peter; Paul, and
Mary. J do riot want to imply that .
secular writings of great thinkers
and philosophers .can not be used
in religious functions. They may
certainly be very' effective as a supplement to the religious element;
but it is one thing to supplement
and quite another to substitute.

Amjiteur liturgists all too often
compose liturgies of humanistic,
rather than distinctly Christian flavor. They give up the elements of
sacrific;e and worship for a liturgy
whose chief emphasis is on feelings
of community, fellowship, self.
improvement, interpersonal relations, and 'so forth. All these
certainly are a part of Christianity,
but we should keep in mind that
they are just that; a part, and not
the totality of the Christian message. The Good News of Jesus
Christ speaks at great lengths
about man's relation to his fellow
man; but at the same time man's
relation to God is an inseparable
element of the kerygma. Liturgy
should strive. to maintain this essential connection.
I suppose that part of the problem is that liturgy is slipping away
from the very people whose business liturgy is.· A :good ·deal of
liturgic~! mis~mderstandi.ng c(;mld .
be prevented · if the bishops and
superiors would guide and nourish liturgical growth, instead of
being nothing more than policemen ready .tq supress. any unau.- '
· thorized innovation. But that is a
•'topic f9r another" paper:"·'. . '. :
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New Assistant Dean
to Handle Student Rights
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief

Included in the. current restructuring d the office of student
affairs tb1t will include the return
of Student Affairs Vice-President
1"!·. Patrick H. Ratterman in SepLrr.bcc and the prospective hiring
oi' a dean of women, is the hiring
c J. Peter Carey, S.J. as "partr ne assistant dean of men and
.P:irt-time instructor in the education department."

i

,

i.. ...

and the right of the student to
learn." This. third right is usually
seen in terms _of freedom from censorship ·of publications or speakers. "I am", he says, "thoroughly
opposed to censorship on the campus. It is extremely dangerous."
Carey has received the A. B.
M.A. in English at Xavier and
will receive a PhD. in higher edu-

"ii' .

,

,

.

.
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administration.
In secondary
school administration, for example, if all you're going to talk
about is the de facto situation of
running a high school, then you're
going to run out of significant material in the first four weeks.
"Education is not a precise, selfcontained discipline in the sense
that literature or history is. If it is
going to be a viable program of
studies, it cannot ·be simply selfcontained within the ambit of what
goes on within a school. It has to
make use of other disciplines, such

Mrs. Ina Torreano moves on from the Dean of Alen's Office near
the ~ting rooms of the Xavier News to the Night Div_ision as Fr.
Deter s secretary. She looks on it as a promotion: w_e see it as exile.

as psychology, social psychology, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
or business administration. It has
to make use of much data as it
can possibly get from other disciplines.

Frank Leinhart

"Every educator has to have his
own broad philosophy on which
he bases his more particularized
philosophy of education."
~· .(c
Philosophy, however, is not all.
"Methodology courses can be
pretty Mickey-Mouse. But on the
other hand, it can be almost essential that if one wants to be a
good, effective teacher, he have a
good understanding of the theory
of tests and measurements. Any
idiot can make up a test, but to
Assistant Dean Carey
make up a good test is more difficult. There ls a place for some
solid grounding in the matter of
Fr. Ratterman Is currently writ- cation in early May. His teaching tests. He has to be measuring
ing and recuperating after a heart duties will center on prospective learning, and not the teacher's own
courses in this area.
peculiar preferences.
attack last summer.
Higher education as a study is
"Any education program is deCarey will find himself concentrating on student rights and "pos- a steadily growing field, due ficient if it concentrates only on
sibly student governments." Hehas largely to the increasing complex- education cmµ·ses. For a person to
been attending meetings of the ity of the contemporary university be a · good &'.rid effective teacher~
Joint Statement Committee to that and the emergence of the profes- he's going to have to be a fully
sional student affairs staffer. Dean and liberally developed human beend.
of Men Patrick J. Nally and As- ing. I don't think a person can
Student rights, the subject of sistant Dean John Henderson both
the Joint Statement by national have degrees in higher education. become this by being only a speno matter how good the
student, faculty, and administra- The need is great, but higher edu- cialist,
program."
tive organizations and of a recent cation programs meet many of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
book by Fr. Ratterman is, in
Carey's view, "something that same problems as primary and
higher education in this co~ntry, secondary education departments,
to say nothing of other countries, often charged with dullness and
triviality.
has been extremely remiss OIL"
"Education, as a program or
~he main areas of concern within student rights are "due process department," says Carey, "is alfor students when they are accused ways going to be bankrupt so
of violating legitimate university long as the curriculum is going to
regulations, th_e right to privacy, be restreicted to methodology or

• •

YRs Attend
Convention

Balcony at Playhouse
The second production on the "The B'alcony" Genet exposes the
bill at Playhouse in the Park's bizarre, makes theatre of the upspring-Bummer season will be" The usual, cries out in a world which
Balcony" by Jean Genet. This is unreal, because of the political
study of power and revolution and social machinations within its
opens on May 1 for a three and society, for a floodlight of und half week run. Brooks Jones, reality; a glance beneath the surproducer directs the play and has faces of man in a society which
chosen to explore the anatomy of must change. He insists on revealrevolution within the framework ing man's state even though that
of today to bring concrete meaning change can only come about
to American audiences.
through revolution.
'
k
h d h
C t · th Ge t I
Genet s attac on t e e umanas m e ne Pay are comization of man, his thrusts at pany members Ronald Bishop,
society,- his unclear division of un- Michael Beirne, Donald Marye,
·
. an d reaI'ty
re allty
1
a II bl end t o DIck L a tessa, Leonar d 0 c·immo,
create a collage of sensualness and John Marriott, Hugh Hurd, Jake
· lily , caim and ch aos, sh ock - Dengel • D av Id H ook s an d Le nar d
sexua
Ing drama and bitter laughter Norris.
N ewcomers to th e company are:
which for many may be the theatregoing experience of a lifetime. ·
Eve Collyer, Barbara Hamilton,
Genet does not deal with history, Ellen Endicott-Jones, Margaret
but humanity. Although some find Gathright, .and Michele Shay.
parallels in "The Balcony" wilhthe
Costumes are by Caley SumFrencp Revolution, Genet only · mers, with' settings, by John Schefi ' ' ' , ·.e;kamines ]mmanity, .exhibits .hu- fie, r. an~. ! llghti~g h,Yi '.Joe :Pa,c!.tti. .
man; .behavior and exposes ,the . . ' : 'I•'ollowirigi "'TI1c 'Balcbny":
highly. subjective games by which be ,John c. Holm & GeO!'ge Abour lives. So . when
em· .
. we live
.
.
.
bolt's American
comedy ..!'Three
barkmg on the revolut10nary trip M
H
, 1 .
l'v
>
into the nether world of this genius . r en on a orse '. P ayi_ng J lay~ 9 of French letters, one must Ired June 21. For ticket mformahon
call or write· Playhouse in the Park,
with t1rm steps: From the electrify- Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, ( 513)
ing opening to the final closinu of 421 _3888.
·

will '.

Xavier was well represented at
the Midwest Federation of College
Republican Clubs convention held
in Milwaukee, March 28-30. Ohio
dleegation chairman, Bill AtKinson, led the state behind the suecessful candidacy of Xavier's Bo~
Gorin, who was elected to the positlon of Treasurer in the National
Federation Region which includes
Illinois, India,na, Ohio, and MichigalL
All together, fourteen hundred
delegates from thirteen states attended the badly split convention
convened In the Sheraton-Shroeder
hotel. Gorin's election puts him in
an important leadership -position

Th and Pl

The Walrus and Socrates
"The time has come," said the
Walrus,
"To speak of many things "Of shoes - and ships - and
sealingwax,
"Of cabbages, and Kings,
"And why the sea is boiling hot,
"And whether pigs have wings."
- From Through the Looking
Glass, by Lewis Carroll

A mostremarkablecreature, this
Walrus. The Walrus and the Carpenter are walking along the beach
when they come to a bed of oysters.
Having invited the oysters to take
a stroll and led them down the
beach a bit, the Walrus attempts
to lull the oysters with the above
exerpt of conversatio!L How well
this discourse worked as a ruse we
shall never know, because the reactions of the o y st er s weren't
quoted. But I suggest that the Walrus' speech Is an interesting exercise in the Socratic method.
First, our Socratic sea-mammal
engaged his audience in a. com~
bination stroll and talk. Does it
make any difference where the
stroll takes place, whether it be the
market-place of Athens, the garden
of Epicurius, the school of Aristotle
or the· beach of a mythical sea?
Does it even make any difference
what was said, to whom, or why?
It all comes to the same thing.
Because second,_ the Walrus devoured his opponents. If not inone
way, then in another.
Plato's Republic discussed sandal or shoe making. The sealing
wax theory of epistemology has
been used from the stoics to Descartes. Both Plato and Paine were
much exercised about Kings -

Plato pro, Paine con. Aristotle, being a biologist, would have found
cabbages at least worthy of mention in a philosophical work.
The point is that the Walrus has
expounded the outline of an all embracing system. Not on!y does he
want to assimilate his opponents,
he wants to assimilate everything
else. We may find his logic a bit
contracted, his conclusions rather
in respect to Ohio and its relation- strange (why the sea is boiling
ship to the Midwest and National hot, whether pigs have wi·ngs), but
Federations. He would like to see there ls at least historical precedent
greater participation from Ohio fo.r his examples. IC he concludes
than there has been in the last few not ·with statements but rather with
years. The position's importance
is indicated by the election 0 £ his questions, so much the better, for
'-'I osop h ers are o n1y remembered
immediate predecessor as Midwest piu
Federation Chairman.
for their questions.
The new chairman, Bob Edge- .
When the Walrus asks "why the
worth .of Loyola, had the full sup- sea is boiling hot" he almost seems
port of the Xavier and' Ohio dele- to tip his hand (or flipper?) to the
gations, during the Friday everi- oysters. Almost. But on seco11d ·
ing: caucuses land the Saturday thought, the sea already is boiling
electio11;5· Saturday evening w11s hot. Anyone who engages in diadevoted to victory parties in honor Jogue with a Socratic philosopher
· candid a tes.
h as to expe ct t o b e coo k ed , w1'th
o f· th e wl nrung
The Xavi'er· YR Club will shoes and sealing wax ~nd kings
.
benefit greatly. , (rpm ,th.e pre,s(ige and the rest of the, u.ru;vei·se_ b<?iled .
and political' ·co'rinectidns which ·along with him for seasoning. The
are associated with such an inter- oysters weren't cooked in the pot
state offire.
- they were cooked Jn Socratic
dialogue.

Ah, but one question remains
to be answered, an oyster might
ask. Only the Walrus' theories are
quoted. How can you call the poem
a Socratic dialogue if it doesn't
give my opinions? The answer of
course is that the oyster, like all
losers of Socratic dialogues, must
henreforth talk through the mouth
of the winner (the oysters now being in the Walrus' stomach). When
Glancon speaks in the Republic, it
must be through the mouth of Plato.
And if the Oysters aren't quoted
much anyway, that's all to the
better; since every quote ls a distortion of their position, we can
only conclude that that Socratic
dialogue is most honest which
quotes Its opponents least.
But in many ways this poem ls
the most cheerful of Socratic dialogues. For only the younger oysters are eatelL The eldest escapes.
" The eldest Oyster looked at
him,
But never a word he said;
The eldest Oyster winked his
eye,
And shook his heavy head Meaning to say he did not
choose
To leave the oyster-bed."
In other words, the oysters argued from the oyster-bed and the
Walrus from the beach. Because
they were arguing from different
premises, the Oyster just clam med up.
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XAVIER WINS THREE STRAIGHT

The loss was the fourth for the
The Xavier \Jniversity Baseball
Team has finally chocked up some Hedskins in ten starts.
1 marks in the victory column. They
hav~ won their last three outings.
Jerry Green pitched Xavier to 3-2
decision over Miami. The Muskies
then nipped Morehead State in
By DENNIS ECKART.
I
3-2 verdict. This time the
- ' another
Muskie Nine had to go 11 innings
On Thursday April 17th, Moreto knock Morehead from the unhead
State University put its undefeated ranks. Last Sunday
Xavier journeyed to Louisville to blemished 8 and 0 mark on the
line against the Xavier University
nip Bellarmine College 3-1.
By CHUCK QUINN. News Sports Editor
baseball nine. The Muskies on the
other hand were attempting to get
back on the <\'inning trail with
back to back victories. On the previous day Xavier's stellar portBy JOHN PRICE
The l\liami Hedskins were the sider, ,Jerry Green, pitched Xavier
\•ictims as the Xavier Musketeers to its first baseball victory of U1e
combined strong pitching with year, 3-2 over perenial nemasis
some timely hitting to post their the Miami Redskins.
first victory of the year, a 3-2
Xavier was as fortunate against
decision at Oxford.
l\lorehead beating them three to
Junior southpaw Jerry Green two and ending· their undefeated
went the distance for X. U. and put skein. Tim \Vanninger was supto an end a losing streak which ported by- a solid Muskie defense
which had been the big problem
had mounted to six games.
on
the spring tour of the South.
In scattering seven safeties
Green was never inserioustrouble. The defensive stars of the game
He surrendered single runs in the were Bill Cunningham and Mick
fifth and sixth innings with Ken Tensing. Mick also was the scorKovac's homer accounting for the ing punch of the day as he cracked
·a double down the right field line
sixth-inning tally.
to score two runs. Spike O'Brien
The l\'luskies gave Green all the who knocked in the winning run
Churchill Downs in Louisville.
runs he needed with a three-run in the bottom of the eleventh, and
uprising in the fourth. John Fiehr- Gary Sheppard both collected two
A week from tomorrow the Kentucky Derby will be held. Ask any er opened the frame with a single
upperclassmen what Derby Day means. Probably the answer that you'll and successful bunts by George hits in the long game.
Morehead threatened on numost likely receive will be that it provides a chance to break away Scannell
and
Gary Shepard
merous
occasions but never could
from Cincinnati's" enormous cultural opJ?Ortunities."
loaded the bases. Chris Stenger
To the typical Muskie it is more than a horse race - it's a chance bounced a single over the head of put across the go ahead runs. The
to break loose. On Friday afternoon the e..xodus will start. Throngs pitcher Bill Fannin scoring Fiehr- winning pitcher was John Peterson
of Muskies will be journeying down to Louisville to 'see' the Run for er and Scannell and sending Shep- who came on in relief in the sevard to third. A long fly to left enth inning and pitched the rest
the Roses.
center
by Jim Macke scored Shep- of the way giving up one run and
By Friday night the Xavier students will be in heated competition
only two hits.
with such arch;rivals as Notre Dame and Michigan State among others ard for the Muskies' final run.

Sports

Ccrrye.r

~la re head

I

Redskins

to see who will be numero uno on Derby Day.

Xavier loaded the bases in the
ninth with one down on a walk
to Pete Williams and infield singles by Green and Bill Cunningham, but reliever Jim Paul got
Although this is a Xavier 'tradition' it doesn't add anything to the two strikeouts to work out of the··
great sporting even that the Derby really is. From the spectator point jame.
of view the animals in the infield might as well get out on the track
and run a race also. It doesn't say much for the Muskie image.
Actually not much of the race can be seen from the Muskie vantage
in the infield. Consequently the Musketeers will sit around and sip
'Muskie Tea' with their fellow college students.

Considering the number of students that attend the Derby one gets
the impression that convocation cards will be passed. Contrary to
popular belief this is not so. An individual's liberal education at Xavier
does not seem to be complete unless he attends one Kentucky Derby.

Muskie l\'lorsels
BOB QUICK,.whovisited Cincy
briefly last week, said, "They
(Baltimore Bullets coaches)
haven't told me yet whether I'll be
a guard or fonvard next season
. . . I'm confident that I will make
it in the pros, and then people can
stop talking about only what I did
at Xavier." He scored 17 and 14
points in the last two games, and
he liked it very much, because
Gene Shue told him he was playing before the games . . . Coaches
Krajack, Lynch, and assisted by
\\'isconsinite Paul Kobussan have
beer. emert":11ing High School
prospects rL....ently, and have been
housing the lads in the dorms.

Areas hit hard by the staffs Tecruiting junkets have been Wisconsin,
\Vestern Pa., Eastern Ohio, not to
mention the home front. Some announcements will soon be forthcoming from the basketball camp
concerning signees ... In the football camp there is talk, by· the
players, of how well the spring
practices have been going, and how
well everything is organized under
the tutorship of ex-marine Irv Etier.
Part of that spirit is due to assistant
coach, Hal ( :'v1AD DOG) Dyer,
who, it is said. bubbles ~vith enthusiasm while doing his job. Once
again the spring game is May 2,
or more specifically the night before
the Kentucky Derby.
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It was a come-from-behind victory which saw the Muskies strike
for all their runs in a productive
seventh frame.
Trailing 1-0 after six the X:U.
nine quickly knotted the score on
a leadoff homer to left-<:enter by
centerfielder Gary Shepard.
Loser Joe Weitshauf then surrendered a double to Chris Stenger
who was promptly bunted- to
third by Jim Macke. Pete Williams
·followed with a slow roller to the
third-base side of the mound which
Weitshauf booted for an error.
Stenger was forced to hold ~ird,
and after \Villiams stole second
both rurrners were delivered by
Mick Tensing's double to right.
A rare miscue prevented Bellarmine from scoring more than a
lone tally.
With one run across in the sixth
no one out, and runners at first
and second, a Bellarmine batter
stepped on.the plat while executing
a perfect sacrifice and the bunt
was nullified.
Drapp then worked out of the
inning without any further damage.
Shepard and Tensing shared
the hitting honors for the Muskies as they. each had two of the
X. U. eight safeties.
The three runs scored by the
Muskies marked the fourth consecutive game that X. U. had plated
that total with three of the contests
being succes~es.
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The Xavier winning streak
reached three as sophomore Ron
Drapp hurled a nifty five-hitter to
down Bellannine College 3-1.
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By JOHN PRICE
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Bellarn1ine

"What did you say
your name was?"

-:-~!!# "FABULOUS

"this one is 1reat!':...._ ..._
"Shirley is captintin1!"
"Utterly DeliP1fll" !

________

.. ...,,.,....,-··-·-·-·--

There must be a safer way to meet\
-.....
girls. Luckily for you, we put instructions on self-defense in every package
of Hai Ka rate<!> After Shave and
Cologne. Buteven·so, please bea little ; • , . 1·1 '/:: 1:; i · ·' ·:, /~
.how xo'u use· ;'t'. 'A gbod
· i' ! ''.':
l i1
l
ltfe rs frne, but the way you're going
·
· ·
you'll be too battered to enjoy...,jt.
•

~are_ful

so~i11

!!!
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!~~Ii~ !!~!~.~I' !!Ii ~
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HaiKarate-bec~refulhowyouuselt. ~
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,.,.,,,,~111" G1•1111ts and Groans
By AL JACOBS
' In the fall when Xavier's football program sprouts into action
the "new look" of the team will
also officially bloom. Yet right
now this so-called "new look" is
having its roots planted during
Spring ball.
When Coach Etier assumed his
new reign over the Musketeer footballers last December he vowed
that a few impressive changes in
the Xavier gridiron picture would
unfold.
Phase one of the "new look"
was to blend together the ingredients of youth, talent, ·and capability to create an efficient and
colorful coaching staff.
Thereby supplementing to the
new head coach and the completely fresh team of assistants is phase
two, a new system of attack.
There's no telling now, what novel
razzle-dazzle formations the team
will employ or who the superstars
will be but phase two or more
appropriately labeled Spring drills
will definitely be the brewing kettle
for next fall's "new looking" Muskies.
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Hopes for Break
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A life-long dream for my r.oomie
Tom Breving came true last June
when he inked a baseball contract
with the American League Detroit
Tigers. Tom received what he
.termed a "small bonus," but most
important it was a Chance. " Ever
since I used to face the ambidexterous batting practice of my father
I wanted to make the majors, and
now it's a visible goal. I can
remember many long hours of
playing ball with my father. Although my father never pushed me,
he did offer me encouragement so
he was as happy as I was when I
signed."

.. .
...#
·

.

XU Footballers at spring practice.

entfre team's job will get done in during these Spring drills and next
the best way possible. The guys year's schedule will be a great deal
are really putting out, there is no tougher and more demanding
deadwood and there is a lot more with games against Ohio U.,
discipline around during sessions!" Texas Western, and Buffalo State.
Although most of the practices
Coach Ejtler said long ago to
are covere d , if you can manage to the press that he wouldn't be sattake a quick peek at the squad isfied with a 6-3 record and this
either in the gym or at Asman field writer doesn't think the team will
Even though outdoor practice you'll actually see what football is be either. What better "new look"
has been hampered by the playful really like behind the glory of the can there be next season than a
Cincinnati weather, drills still have actual season. The morale is high "new look" in our record!
been moving progressively for- ,;.:;.:.:.::=..:.:.=:.:.:::....:=~==::...:::...:.::::.:__:=_~.::...::_.:=_....:..:.:....:...:...:...:...:..:..:..:..:.:..:.

Last season Tom played-for the
Batavia Trojans of the Class A
New York-Pennsylvania League.
Tom posted a .280 average which
isn't bad considering all the games
were played beneath lights which
Tom says "weren't the brightest."

for college students at Lakeland,
Flordia. Posslbleassignments Tom
mentions arc the Pueblo Aztecs of
the Rocky Mountain League, the
Lakeland Tigers of the Florida
State League, or a second team at
Batavia.
Tom has worked hard this winter trying to gain weight and
strength. "Brev" feels he will be
more than ready. The only regret
Tom has about signing is that he
is unable to play with XU U1is
spring. "I miss it," said Tom," and
I only played two years." However,
a young Edgecliff coed named Sue
Kocher has been helping Tom"kill
the extra time" he has this spring.
Tom still has a way to go to
make it to Tiger Stadium. But the
journey which started about 14
years ago at Withamsville, Ohio's
Tabasco Park is almost over.

Tom's future is uncertain as his
military status is a factor tobeconsidered. He is presently on the waiting list for a reserve unit and hopes
to be accepted soon. He does expect
to remain· in Class A, but won't be
definitely assigned until mid-June.
Immediately after school "Brev"
will be assigned to the Tigers camp

____________________..______________,

ward toward the May 2nd Spring
Gwne date with sessions in the
fieldhouse.
Therefore what better way to
put it than to let the guys themselves tell it like it is:
Vic Nolting, senior, defensive
halfback: "Football under Coach
1mer is a lot different than it was
under Coach Biles. Coach Etier
stresses perfection. He tells us exactly what we're to do each day
before we start and from there we
go out and get the job done! Under Coach Etier we're working
harder and faster and learning
quicker. I feel that the Spring
Game will be well worth watching
because a lot of surprising things
may happen!"
Timmy Renard, senior, offensive tackle·: "The work under new
Coach Etier and the entire coaching staff is really rough but it'll
make us a lot more rougher. It's
surprising how good we're shaping up even though we still Jiave
a great deal of work to polish off.
We've got tremendous depth everywhere which means everyone must
put out his best or else be pushed
out by someone better and
tougher." --

GET AN EIGHT-PACK OR TWO

Join the
Enjoyers

Ray Bauer, senior, offensive halfback: "So far I think we're
riding on a great Spring, in fact,
it is shaping into being one of the
best Spring practices we've ever
had. All of the coaches are making
sure we do our job and we know
we have to do our jobs so the

IM
Notes
Xavier is in the middle of the
Intramural Basketball Playoffs
with games every night this week
and culminating in the University
Championship Game next Wednesday night April 30th at 7:00 ·
p.m. in the fieldhouse.

'/

The Softball season will be getting underway soon and rosters
are still being accepted In the IM
. office until 4:00 p.m. today.
Watch the IM bulletin board
for sign up dates for Badminton
(singles and doubles) and for tlie
first time a weight lifting contest.
· Everyone is eligible for the weight
contest which will be held April
; 28th.: It will be broken up into
,·Weight classlflcatlon, I
Rosters are now being accepted
for Intramural Soccer Teams. 1The
eight man teams will begin action
in May sometime. Anyone Interested can sign In the IM Office.

Hudepql\1
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IS THE PURE GRAIN BEER WITH
ENJOYMENT . BREWED RIGHT IN.

.
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Speaking at the Faculty Dining
Room this Saturday, April 26, at
noon, will be Rev. Jorge E. Betancur, S.J., Dean of the School of
Social Sciences, Universidad
Javeriana, in Bogota, Columbia.
Father Betancur was born in
Medellin, Colombia, in 1921. He
has had training in literature, philosophy, theology, and sociology,
and has wide experiencewithsocial
problems in Latin America. He has
been involved in national and international conferences and seminars
on social problems of modernization. As Dean of the School of
Social Sciences he has been active
in curriculum development projects, including a proposal submitted to the United Nations for
the training of social workers. His
travels have been extensive, including Western Europe and America
(where he received degrees from
Loyola and Fordham).

Father Betancur has been con.
tinuously involved with the social
facts and problems of his country
on both the national and Latin
American level. He has given
courses and lectures on Colombian
problems. He has participated in
seminars and workshops both at
the national and internationallevel.
In 1964 he was the Delegate of
the Colombian Government in the
UN Seminar on the Social Aspects
of Industrialization held in Minsk,
Byelo-Russia, with 40 participants
from Latin American, Asian, and
. African countries. He has been
active in other professional groups,
particularly those working on the
social aspects of the demographic
facts of Latin America. He has
traveled extensively through Venezuela, Panama, and Ecuador.
As Dean of the School of Social
Sciences, he has worked on the
development for curriculum for

both the Department of Sociology
and the Department ofSocialWork
in accordance with the functional
needs of Colombia. A project was
presented to the United Nations for
the. technical training of social
workers in collaboration with his
department.
The talk was organized and
sponsored by the Departments of
History-Political Science and
Modern Languages. Since attendance will be limited to50, interested
students and faculty members
should make reservations through
the instructors of the sponsoring
departments. The lecture is free of
charge; lunch is to be obtained by
going through the cafeteria line on
a pay-as-you-go basis.

(Continued from page 1)
Xavier despite the supposedly 'conservative' administration. YAF
will also work on local situations
and in elections."
An Organizational Meeting was
held Wednesday, April 23, for the
nominations of officers for next
year and to work on the foundations of,the organization.

CA Holds Open House
The Communications Arts Department of X av i er opened its
Symmes Television Studfos to the'
public last Sunday, April 20. The
studios are located at the site of
Channel 9's transmitter and tower,
2345 Symmes Street.
Featured in the open house was
a live television broadcast from
the studios, presently used for
closed ciccui.t programming studied
by students studying television direction and production. Soon, operations will begin at the Avondale
campus, allowing the use of movies
and other special services via video
tape.
A key was given Mr. Charles
Vaughan, President and General
Manager of Channel 48", symbolizing the agreement among the
three parties now sharing the facilities on Symmes Street.
Months ago, Mr. Vaughan approached Mr. Robert D. Gordon,
Vice-President and General Manager of Channel 9 and received approval to iµstall a new television

antenna at the 700 foot level of
WCPQ..TV's new tower. Then Mr.
Vaughan approached Fr. Flynn,
Chairman of Xavier'i" Communication Arts Department, and sought
space to house this new transmitter.
Xavier University had previously
leased the Symmes Street property
for use as a training center for
radio, television, and film courses.
Originally, Xavier was unable to
plan its own television broadcasting station. Arrangements work to
the mutual benefit of all three parties: WCPQ..TV found a tenant upon whom it generously bestowed
gifts of television cameras, power
supplies, and other important and
costly equipment; Channel 48 obtained rent-free space for its transmitter which Is operated remotely
from Mt. Olympus; Xavier gets a
minimum of two hours of braodcast weekly, as soon as production
gets under way.

NSF Fellows
Named
Ralph Watson and Dave Dube,
junior chemistry majors, have
been awarded summer research fellowships by the National Science
Foundation.
Watson will study for ten weeks
at the University of Colorado. His
living, travel, and laboratory expenses will be met by the Foundation, . and the research, In nuclear
magnetic resonance will constitute
his senior thesis project. He was
also offered study at Case-Western
Reserve.
Dube was offered study at LawRadiation
Laboratory,
rence
(Berkeley) but chose Instead
research at Ohio State in biologically significant metal ion complexes. His ls a twelve-week program with Jiving and laboratory
expenses included.

You
don't have ·\*'1
to wait fora
diploma to
start earning
Here's an opportunity to enter a
be-your-own-boss career while
still a student.
The position -life insurance
counselor representing a leading
company. The sales territoryyour college campus. The market
-your fellow students. Selling
life insurance in college can pay
you well because b11yi11g life
insurance while in college makes
good sense. Rates will never be
lower for them, and premiums can
be deferred until they are employed. Whileyouarehelpingthem
begin a practical savings and protection program, you are also
establishing yourself in a highly
rewarding p~st-graduate career.

If you are a junior or senior seeking
a responsible part-time position
that lets you earn while you learn,
call or write us at the address
below. We'll be glad to arrange an
interview at your convenience.
ROGER D. KAHLE, CLU
MANAGER, COLLEGE SALES
233 WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219
PHONE, (513) 861-2330

The~

OHIO NATIONAL

Life Insurance Company
. '

,--------------~------...;;~------J

a

Q;.u~lity name in ',,;~ru~l life

and health insurance• cincinnati
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Ke)'S

Awardetl
In the voting for the Athenaeum
Keys which will be awarded at
the Honors Convocation on May
_, 5, the faculty judges have awarded
the Poetry Key to Richard Hague
for his poem, "Pretty Lady I
Memoir," which appeared in the
Winter issue of the Athena~um
and the Prose Key to Micha~l
Henson for his short story, "A
Death ·in the Family," which appeared in the Fall issue. In the
voting for the Prose Key John F.
Makowski for his essay, "Some.
Thoughts on Soohocles' Antii:rnne."

At a recent meeting of the Cincinnati Chapter of the American
Marketing Association. Thomas
Pingaj (center), was presented a
citation for outstanding achievement in the field of marketing at
Xavier. Receiving awards with him
were outstanding marketing students from U. C. and Miami.
Making the presentation was Dr.
Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean of
the Xavier School of Business
(left), and Dr. John E. McDavid,
Chairman of the Xavier marketing
department and president of the
Chtcinnati Chapter oftheAmerican
Marketing Association (right).

which appeared in the Winter issue,
was awarded second by the margin of one poirit.
In the voting on the Athenueum
~hort Story Contest, the faculty
iu.dges awarded first place to
Richard Hague for his story, "The
Bride," second place to John Dreyer
for his story, "The Darrel Shaped
Man Un~erstood," and third place
~o .D..~na.? Conly for his story,
Circmh.es. All three stories will
~ppear m the forthcomi.rig Spring
issue of the Athenaeum.

Dr. William H. Williams, supervisor in the Statistical Models and
Methods Research Department of
Bell Telephone Laboratorie~, Murray Hill, New Jersey, will speak
at 3 p.m. April 24 in room 103
of the Alumni Building.
The talk is being co-sponsored
by the Xavier University Math
and Economics Clubs.
Dr. Williams will speak the
same evening to the Cincinnati
Chapter, American Statistical Association, in the Imperial House
Motel, Evendale.
He has been associated with the
Bell Laboratories since 1960 and
has served as a consultant to
many of the Bell System Companies. He also ha~ been a consultant on three federal committees,
two appointed by the President.
He holds a bachelor degree
from McMasters University and
received his master and doctorate
degrees from Iowa University. He
taught at each university for a
brief period.
He has had 28 articles publisheq in several trade journals.

by

VAN HEUSEN

The doers, the shakers-up, college
men proclaiming their "now" thinking,
demand the ultimate In "now" shirt
fashion ... Hampshire House by
Van Heusen. Featuring the wider
spread Bradley collar, perfect for the
"now" look of shaped clothing and
wider neckwear. And with Vanopress,
the last word in permanent press. All
in bold new stripes, exciting new
solid colors. Hampshire House by
Van Heusen ... where "new" really
means "now!"
And now from Ven Heusen.. • Pe11port 360 Men'• Toiletries.

Ring her chimes with A- 1 BELLS. Groovy colors, solids, prints
and paisleys. From $10.00.
lRY GENTRY SWIFTON CENTER or WESTERN HILLS
2 GETHER STYLES -

CATCH?

~edd i11ss
Top Quality
Color
Pictures
.SETH WARNER
751-2609

CJ@nning
Out...

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
•18Moats-917~

EVANSTON
One Block South -~ Dam
Few .J,llocb North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERV1CE

FlUFF ORY BUNDLES
e 4-HOUI SERVICE e
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c..,........

• Sirlofl St11k
• 9'1ho 111cl11 Potato
~erlf••

C:•era Crf11J

;

Vocation Director
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Cf'aulisth

415 West 59th Street
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That minute may have been
spent as Paulistsdo, counseling a questioning youth <it a
secular university, working
in ghettos, saving a potential
"dropout" or promoting better undersrnnding of the
Church and all religions.
How do· your minutes stack
up?

Write to:

• ......... •lt":'.~~rt
e
I Ii

Each minute you spend in
indecision is a minute wasted
... a ·minute thaf adds up to
an hour or a day that has
vanished forever ..

If you have given some
thought to becoming a priest.
why not find out how the
Paulists spe.nd their time and
send for an illustrated brochure and a summary of the
Paulisl effort for renewal in
the Church.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY: CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, APRI~ 25, 1969

P11e Ei1ht

WEST POINT, N.Y. - Xavier
University ROTC Cadets Robert T.
Rice Jr. (left) and Robert J. Wilhelm talked with U.S. Military
Academy Cadet Paul Soucek upon
arrival at West Point for the Anmial ROTC Conference, which took
place here from April 10-12. The
Conference featured seminars,
tours, and weapons demonstra-

tions. Over 60 colleges and universities from the Eastern half of the
United States. were represented ..
Wilhelm ls the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Wilhelm of 3456 Starr
Ave., Oregon, Ohio.
Rice Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. •
Robert T. Rice Jr. of 1502 Ronald
Rd., Springfield, Ohio..

College Students' Special
All. Summer- Membership in
Vernon Manor Beach Club

Send us $10,000
and we'll tell you
why we like you
in 25 words or less.

New 50,000 Gallon pool

e

OPENS MAY 25 FOR THREE MONTHS

e

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

e

LIFEGUARDS ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES

e

PRIVATE LOCKERS, DAILY TOWELS, SOAP ETC.

e

WASHER-DRYERS, LADiES' SUIT DRYERS

e

e

WORKOUT AND EXERCISE GYMNASIUM

SNACK BAR AND REFRESHMENTS AT POOLSIDE

e ·MUSAK AND WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
, e UP TO THREE GUESTS OF MEMBERS PER DAY
I

I

REGULAR $85 THREE-MONTH MEMBERSHIP OFFERED TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN CINCINNATI AREA. DISCOUNT OF
$25 .... ONLY $65 FOR

! -

Jewelers for one generation. Yours.

DAYS.

APPLICATION CARDS ON REQUEST.

another exciting contest from

Wasserman
605. Race Stre.et

90

CALL TOD~Y TO SEE PO.OLAND BEACH CLUB: Ph. 281-3300
MR. SERGIO BARRERA, POOL MANAGER
VERNON MANOR HOTEL,
OAK AT BURNET, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219.
FREE PARKING.
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